
                                              
                                                  

 
 
 
 
Once again, a whole school art installation is on display, "The Story Children".  
Inspired by Mexican artist Helen Escobedo.  "My creative endeavor as an artist is connected to my ecological 

identity as a human being," said Helen Escobedo on one occasion, when speaking about her interest in 

the relationship between human beings and the environment. Escobedo was one of the first Mexican 

artists to integrate into her work a concern for ecologic issues, embarking on a quest to merge art with 

space, human rights, ecology, and the quality of life of humanity.  
 



   



                                                                       

               
                   

 

      The 4 Villages 



The 4 Villages Peace Banner posters  
are available for sale in the front foyer! 

  

 



THE SCRIPT 

 

Introduction to travellers…  

 

It’s so good to be home! Seeing my family again – finally, in person – I didn’t realize how much I missed seeing their faces or hearing their voices. 
I have so much I want to share now, so many stories I don’t know where to begin. I’ve visited some breathtaking places and I’ve seriously taken at 
least 10, 000 pictures. My family might be tired of me already, but oh well – they love me! They’re so happy to have me home and they can’t 
believe I’m ready to keep going on this journey! I want to explore and keep making friends around the world. I want to trade stories and learn all I 
can. This planet used to seem so huge, but now I understand we’re all connected. I want everyone to know my name…it’s Zoë! 

 

Hey – I’m Sean. I’ve been inspired to see how people really communicate while on my adventure. A pat on the back or a smile can mean more 
than spoken words. I could play soccer and not have to speak at all, but of course I did – loudly, and I waved my arms a lot while jumping up and 
down, but still, everyone got what I meant, even though no one spoke my language. I made friends and connections at the skate park by speaking 
through stunts and tricks. I’m going to stay in touch with these great people who I didn’t even know existed just months ago. Now I can’t imagine 
life without them – we’ve got different backgrounds and cultures and yet we have so much in common, and we all like to have fun! 

 

I have a confession to make. I wasn’t ready to step on that last train to the airport. The big question in my head the whole flight home was – so 
now what?! I’ve been taught not to accept things just because that’s the way they’ve always been. I have to ask why, or why not, or what came 
before this, or how is this alright? It’s frustrating, terrifying and more than a little intimidating to realize everything in this world is not as it should 
be, but how can I make a change? When I start to feel overwhelmed, I try to imagine what my Auntie Jen would say (she’s into white water rafting 
and knows how to stay calm in any situation). “Breathe, Emma. Focus! Let all you know fade to the background and be decisive. Act. Trust your 
body and mind and heart to make the right choice.” So – whether I’m close to home or not, I need to be brave and do my absolute best to put 
right any human wrongs I experience or witness. A good person can’t do nothing, right? 

  

Wow – I made it! There were days when I wasn’t so sure. I was the stranger – the one who didn’t belong – so uncertain in each new situation and 
asking my endless questions, and yet – I was accepted and respected and no one rolled their eyes at me. No one grew impatient when I tried 
speaking their language or when I tasted unfamiliar food and couldn’t handle the spices! I felt unconditionally welcomed into so many peoples’ 
lives and they made their homes mine – I’m overwhelmed by the kindness that exists in this world. I wonder now…how will I react when I meet 
someone who travels here? What if a family is crossing the globe to make Winnipeg their new home? How will I welcome them? I think I’d start 
by reaching out my hand, saying “I’m Hannah. Have you had dinner yet? Come inside, and make yourself at home!”   

 

I’m Justin, and I’m confident that I will make a difference in my lifetime. There are lots of changes I wish to see in this world and one is that 
people will not simply learn to be tolerant of one another, but they will sincerely accept all the unique characteristics and relevant voice each 
person has to offer. It is so hard sometimes, but we have to choose what we stand for and live that choice every second and not back down. What 
is of value? Human life, compassion, dignity, forgiveness, the environment, respect for all living things and the world we are truly meant to share. 
I’m home again, but I’ve really just begun my journey. I’m not going to stop seeking information, or learning from my surroundings and all those I 
encounter along the way. I’m prepared to be the change. 

        

         

Hi! I’m Caitlin. I think a family can be any group of people who love and accept you for who you are – no matter what. I believe a home can be 
anywhere you feel safe and surrounded by those you love. I’m so lucky because I live in a neighbourhood where people know each other. Every 
family watches out for the children playing in the front yards. I’m part of a community that truly cares for one another. Everyone deserves a home 
and family. Travelling so far has made me really appreciate all I have and reminds me to be thankful for my warm bed, clean water, nutritious food, 
and even the right to just play and be a kid! I’m proud of who I am and where I come from, but I see the bigger picture now. I don’t have one 
home or one family anymore – I know I’m part of a world community and I belong in this universe. 

 

      

 

Hi!  My name’s Thayden. The best part of travelling for me has been opening my mind to other points of view. Each museum or art gallery I had 
the chance to visit allowed me to step back in time, see the current state of the world, or imagine the future as I listened to the message behind a 
story or image. The answers aren’t always clear or easy when you try to interpret a painting or a poem, but it’s up to us, as the audience, to make 
sense of the meaning, or to dig a little deeper to find the truth. Art, music, dance, theatre, design – it’s all meant to stir our souls, make us think, 
react and respond to our own emotions. I consider myself an artist and I hope my work will reflect my own journey and allow me to make change 
in my own way. I hope my art will tell a story, and that you’ll listen carefully. 

 

 



 

Hello! I’m Brianna, and I think each new day is an adventure waiting to happen. I know each of us matters. We have a voice that deserves to be 
heard. We have gifts to offer and talents to share. It would be a shame if our voices were silenced or the gifts we had were hidden away, of no use 
to anyone, including ourselves. When we give, we get back a feeling of pride and purpose. When I meet someone new I find their spark, or that 
special something that makes them important and definitely worth getting to know. I bet I can figure out all of your gifts – you’re not keeping 
them hidden, though, are you?  

 

  

 

I’m a “glass half full” kind of person and I think that being optimistic and open can make you appreciate so much more in life. I kept a journal on 
my trip and reading each entry brings memories flooding back…sitting in the shade, teaching origami to some little kids, who started the day so 
shy, but in the end, they were braiding my hair and calling me “Auntie”…getting caught in the rain and losing my train ticket, then being offered a 
bowl of rice and shelter and watching the sunrise, drinking in the smell of cherry blossoms, weeping as I had to say goodbye to my friends and 
family, but knowing, full well, the joy I would experience coming home. Life can be tragic, but it can also be magic. If you ever have a hard time 
finding joy, just call on Carelien! 

  

 

(Emma & Brianna) 

 

It’s difficult to witness pain and suffering in this world, but we can’t pretend it doesn’t exist or matter if it’s not happening to us, specifically.  

 

I think sometimes the problem is feeling helpless and not knowing how to become part of the solution or create the change that’s needed.  

 

Asking meaningful questions about why things are the way they are and being prepared for the difficult responses that come can help lead us to 
action.    

 

Sharing what we have and learning more about one another by listening to each other’s stories and taking time to connect can make all the 
difference.  

 

I want to work at building awareness, understanding and an action plan that will turn negative realities into positive situations.  

 

I hope that those met with despair and sorrow will find hope and strength in their fellow humankind. 

 

 

(Sean & Zoë) 

 

It’s important to have passion for life and love what you do in this world. 

 

Imagine removing the word “impossible” from your vocabulary and replacing it with “achievable”! 

 

Following a dream or goal can give us drive, energy and the determination to succeed, even if we’re met with failure a few times along the way. 

 

Reaching a destination can give us a sense of pride and accomplishment and make us want to keep moving forward. 

 

I wish to use my energy to make a positive impact. I’d like to bring out the strengths and gifts I see in myself, and others. 

 

I plan on dreaming big, embracing life and appreciating every day I’m given. Why not, right?!    

 

 


